GCSE Art and Design – Fine Art
• The GCSE Art course is mainly a practical course.
• You have to do some writing about artists and their work and about your own
work.
• You learn lots of new skills and how to use a wider range of materials such as
paint, chalk and charcoal, oil pastel and pen work.
• 60% of the grade is coursework which you do over the two years.
• 40% of the grade is a practical exam in year 11.
• The exam is 10 hours which sounds like a long time but most year 11’s think the
time goes by really quickly.
• In the exam you are doing a piece of your own work.

GCSE Art and Design is very much a practical course.
There are two components to the course.
Component 1 is coursework which makes up 60% of your final grade.
Component 2 is a practical exam which makes up 40% of your final grade.

We usually do two projects.
The first project is ‘Still Life’, where students
learn to draw a variety of objects.
The first part of the project is building on the
skills that students already have.
Students are taught in more detail about how to
draw accurately and how to create effects using
tonal pencils.
They are then taught how to use a wide range of
materials and techniques such as paint, pastels,
pen and lots more!

Students are required to do some
writing as part of the course.
This will take the form of research
into artists, including some analysis
of their work, similar to what you
do in Key Stage 3, but in more
depth.

Students also write about their own work.
As part of the research into the artists
students copy some of the artist’s work.
Here we have an example from a student’s
sketchbook where they have used oil pastel
and acrylic paint to copy sections of an
artist’s work.

Here is another example of a student’s
sketchbook where they have used pen to
copy an artist’s work. They have then
transferred the technique into their own
drawing.

In year 10 students also learn
to use chalk and charcoal,
watercolour pencils and acrylic
paint…

Chalk and charcoal drawings.

Acrylic paint.

Watercolour pencil

…as well as watercolour and oil pastel.

Watercolour paint

Oil Pastel

By the end of the project students
are able to use a wide range of
materials and techniques. They then
create a final ‘still life’ piece using a
material of their choice.

The second project that we
currently do is ‘Portrait’.
We start with some drawings
and recap on how to use the
grid method that students learn
in Year 9.

Students research an artist
and copy one of the
artist’s work.

Students then use the artist’s
style and technique to create
their own piece of work.

All of the work completed
so far has been done in
year 10.

At the start of Year 11, students are given a
mock exam paper. The questions on the exam
paper all have portrait as a theme so that
students can continue to develop their portrait
project.
This student chose a question to do with light
and dark.

In the weeks leading up to the exam
students explore different images and
techniques. This helps them to decide on
what they will do in the exam.

In the exam the students produce a final piece.
The exam is 10 hours long, which is spread over two
days.

10 hours sounds like a long time but a lot of
students are surprised at how quickly the time goes
when they are doing their work.
The mock exam is usually before Christmas.

At the start of the second term of Year 11 the real exam paper is given to
the students. This is set by the exam board.
There are usually 7 questions or starting points.
The students pick 1 question to explore and develop over a 12 week period
that leads up to the practical exam.
The exam usually takes place around Easter time.

This student chose a question about
‘Natural Form’

First they researched the artists that were
mentioned in the question.

They then started to take photographs
and do drawings of images that link to
the theme of ‘Natural Form’

They then experimented with a range of
materials and techniques to help them
decide what would be the best image to use
in the exam.

Here the student experimented
with pen and chalk techniques.
They also looked at another
artist to help them develop their
ideas further.

In the 10 hour exam they created
this large A2 image using chalk
and charcoal.
This is a close up image of the
inside of a walnut. This piece was
inspired by an artist called Peter
Randall-Page who does large close
up images of nuts and seed pods.

Here are some more
examples of work created in
the 10 hour exam.
The themes can range from
‘Colour and Pattern’, ‘In the
News’, ‘Landscape’ to
‘Dreams’

We usually have an art trip every
year. We go to art galleries in
London or Liverpool depending on
what exhibitions are on. They are
always a great day out and the
students really enjoy the
experience, as well as getting the
chance to explore a different city.

You don’t need any of your own equipment
because you are given everything that you
need to use in lessons and at home.
Obviously, you can buy your own equipment
and paints to use if you want to.

GCSE Art and Design can lead to all sorts of different and
interesting careers.
If you want to do any of the following careers you will need to
choose GCSE Art and Design.

Architecture
Fashion Design
Furniture Design

Textile Design

Interior Design

Accessory Design

Jewellery Design

Footwear Design

Costume Design for Film/TV/Theatre
Special Effects for Film and TV

Product Design

Set Design for Film/TV/Theatre

Web and Game Design

Car Design

Animation

Graphic Design and Advertising

Illustration

These are just a few of the careers that require an Art
and Design background. There are many more… such
as Art Therapy, Teaching, Make-up Artist, Tattoo
artist…it’s a long list!

Art can also be great preparation for any career that
requires fine motor skills (dentists and surgeons),
presentation skills, an eye for aesthetics and creative
thinking.
Art Restoration

Museum/Gallery Curator

• Doing GCSE Art and Design can lead on to A level Art.
• It is preferable that you do the GCSE before you start the A level.
• This can then lead to an Art Foundation course or a diploma or a
degree.
• If you are considering any career that involves any sort of design
process - you will need to do GCSE Art and then A level Art.
• Fine Art is a recognised subject at Russell Group Universities such as
Oxford.

Nottingham Trent University offer the following Art and Design courses:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Architecture
Interior Architecture and Design
Theatre Design
Design for Film and Television
Graphic Media
Multimedia
Photography
Fashion Design
Fashion and Knitwear Design and
Knitted Textiles
➢ Textile Design

➢ Fashion and Textile Management
➢ Fashion Marketing Branding
➢ Fashion Communication and
Promotion
➢ International Fashion and Business
➢ Product Design
➢ Furniture and Product Design
➢ Computer-Aided Product Design
➢ Decorative Arts
➢ Fine Art

All of these courses require an A level in Art and
Design. Applicants would need to show a
portfolio of art work at interview.

Why choose a creative subject or
career?

If you live for the challenge of forging
something new, creative jobs might
be right up your alley. For many
people, having the opportunity to be
inventive and original is enough
reason to go into a creative field.
Here are a few other rewards that
come with having a creative job:

1 Many creative jobs are not tied
to a 9-to-5 schedule. The focus is
more on project work, particularly
for self-employed freelancers. In
many cases, you're free to set your
own hours and work from anywhere
that suits you: your living room, a
coffee shop, or a neighbourhood
park. You can often make
independent decisions and set your
own agenda.
3 Creativity is really about
finding new and innovative ways to
do things. When you concentrate on
honing these skills through work,
you find yourself better prepared to
bring a fresh approach to problems
in many other areas of your life.

2 Some creative people like to
work alone, but many relish the
chance to combine forces to
produce something incredible that
didn't exist before. Think of
partnerships like animators and
music composers, or copywriters
and graphic designers. Working as a
creative team to achieve a common
goal can be extremely rewarding.
4 Research has shown that
creative pursuits can be good for
your mental health. One study
found that people in middle and
old age who participated in artistic
endeavours like drawing and
sculpting were 73% less likely to
develop thinking and memory
problems. Those who engaged in
activities like sewing and
woodworking were 45% less likely
to have cognitive issues.

